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'I sent texts to my kids telling them, 'I love you and I don't think I am going to make it,' she said.. That mission remains a moving target What began with almost 1,000 names on the living breathing document has witnessed some names be added and subtracted since the Camp Fire kindled on Nov.. Alive and homeless, Petersen found the courage after Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea's public request to look over the list..
'It's pretty sad to know a lot of people didn't have the opportunity to get out,' the firefighter said.. And after 40 years of seeing so many of the local kids grow up at Paradise High School, Petersen acknowledged that too many names were all too familiar.

'I honestly thought I was going to die 'With her home 'blasted away' and now her car engine cracking from the melting mercury levels, and only inching through a tunnel of fire -- Petersen thought her time had come.. 'So many are or were missing, but not us,' Tamara informed Newsweek She remains stumped as to why she and her husband were on the list in the first place; and a clear miss in the couples' ages (listed as 72
and 75 -- when Tamara is 55 and her husband 68) when she saw her name in the Paradise Post.. 'Efforts were made as best as possible at the point that fire entered Paradise 'But who could have foreseen the kind of speed and fury that the fire wrought?'It happened so quick,' said one resident, a real estate agent, who lived on the far west of Paradise since 1970 and escaped to nearby Chico, California.. 8 The number stands
at 605 as of Friday afternoon An off-duty firefighter, who spoke to Newsweek under the condition of anonymity as he was not permitted to speak publicly, confirmed that list is imperfect.. 'It's very complicated to have an accurate number,' the firefighter said So many in the town couldn't evacuate fast enough.

'The resident, who's sold homes to hundreds of people and was refunding deposit checks to would-be buyers over Thanksgiving, admitted the event was almost biblical.. After a godsend downpour of rain and winds letting up some on Wednesday, the conditions to tackle the Camp Fire have improved.. 'It was two hours and it hit the whole town,' said the resident, who wished to remain anonymous.. Search and Rescue
teams composed of engine companies from faraway places like Missoula, Montana, are aiding the Butte County Sheriff's Office to push through the holiday and pinpoint the missing or confirm fatalities.. Message 3 of 5 Missing Persons Report Eerily Echoes Model's Death While reality TV personality Ryan Jenkins was filing a missing persons report for his ex-wife, he told police of her perfect teeth and nails..
Newsweek spoke to residents comparing Paradise's fire as a direct hit One lifelong Paradise local called it 'our own Pompeii' after the deadly eruption of Mount Vesuvius back in 79 A.. 'They got the people out as quickly as they could … Life is more important that the town and there's no way you could have fought that.

Any items are missing By the numbers: Missing persons in the USA USA TODAY Network breaks down the number of missing people in the USA, using data from the FBI's National Crime Information Center.. Should the nameplate be missing, the SERIAL NUMBER is also stamped on top of the chassis above the front axle pivot.. 'The mere fact she's alive is still sinking in 'I drove literally over burning trees with
flames over me,' Petersen said.. Serial Number IdmIt took Sue Petersen three days before she could even look at the list.. SB6141 DOCSIS 3 0 Cable Modem • User Guide i And injury to persons, including the following.

TYNE & WEAR, UK WASHINGTON, 36% When contacting UpRight for service or parts information, be sure to include the MODEL and SERIAL NUMBERS from the equipment nameplate.. D Petersen has only been able to stew on images her son snapped 'It looks like houses have been blasted away,' she said.. 'It's our own Pompeii 'Two names since subtracted from the list after some tenacious legwork were
former Paradise Unified School District board member Tom and his longtime teacher wife Tamara Conry.. Re: Netgear Serial Number Netgear has trouble with serial numbers when I called support today they asked me 8 times before they understood what it was.. She spoke days after her home, like hundreds of others, was reduced to rubble 'It's too overwhelming to take in the immensity of it yet.. That would be the
'Unaccounted For Persons' list that has become a kind of constant reminder of the totality of the doomsday firestorm that lasered its sights and pulverized Paradise, California, subtracting an estimated two football fields each minute.. 'It honestly leaves me numb,' the Paradise resident and former high school administrator told Newsweek.. 'I know a lot names,' she said through sobs The town with the dreamy namesake,
which before being ravaged by fire boasted a population a nose over 26,000, according to the U.. That fact has Tamara finding a little much-needed amusement in unraveling the mystery.. S Census, has metamorphosed into a Hades on earth The culprit was the Camp Fire, now officially California's deadliest fire, which has torched more than 150,000 of acres.. That has garnered a 95 percent containment, meaning crews
have control lines surrounding the fire, and the body count has so far held at 84. e10c415e6f 
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